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Name:          Period:  

Date:  

Unit 3 – Byzantine Empire 

1. Capital=_________________________ 

2. Background  

a. Roman Empire __________________________ 

b. Constantine reunited the Roman Empire 

c. Roman Empire split again 

d. Byzantium becomes capital of Eastern Roman Empire renamed 

_____________________________ 

3. Culture 

a. Spoke _________________, some ________________ and __________________ dialects 

b. Flourished 

i. Became more advanced _____________ and _____________________ than Western 

Europe 

4. Justinian 

a. Biographical information 

i. Born 483 to a ____________________________________ 

ii. Adopted by his _________________________________ 

1. Close personal friend and bodyguard to Emperor Anastasius 

2. Uncle Justin inherits throne from Anastasius 

iii. Educated on ____________________________, theology, and ___________________ 

iv. Became Emperor at the ______________________of the Byzantine Empire 

v. _____________________________: nick-named “the emperor that doesn’t sleep” 

vi. Chose his cabinet advisors based on merit 

vii. Created scandal by marrying a “___________________________” 

viii. Created a team of scholars to rewrite Roman law 
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ix. Justinian’s Code 

1. Rewritten law – 

__________________________________________________________ 

2. Comprised of 4 books 

Justinian’s Code (Books) Contained…. 

1. The Code 400 years of Roman Law still considered useful 

2. The Digest 

 

__________________________________________________ 

opinion of Rome’s greatest legal thinkers 

3.  The Institute       To teach the law to ___________________________ 

4.  The Novellae Contained _____________________ made after 534 

 

x. Massive Building Projects   

1. Churches 

a. ___________________________ (the crowning glory of Justinian’s reign) 

2. Rebuilding the perimeter wall around Constantinople 

(_________________________________)  

3. ____________________________________ (aqueducts, etc.) 

xi. Military Objective 

1. RETAKE the Western Roman Empire 

2. Makes a treaty to stop fighting the Sassanid Empire 

3. Hires Belisarius to retake Northern Africa (defeats Vandals) 

4. Sends Belisarius to recapture Rome (defeats Ostrogoths).  

5. Sassanids break the treaty and attack the Byzantine Empire 

6. Byzantine Empire takes some land from the Sassanid Empire 

7. Belisarius succeeds in retaking much of the former Roman Empire   
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5. Empress Theodora 

a. Encouraged Justinian to stand-up to ___________________________________ 

b. Advocated ____________________________________ 

c. Created homes for _________________________ and prostitutes 

d. Helped pass a law that classified rape as “_________________________________________” 

e. Promoted women’s rights including: 

i. __________________________ 

ii. _______________________________________ 

iii. ___________________________ 

6. Justinian’s Rule 

a. Ruled at height of  Byzantine Empire 

b. Increased the rights  of women due to  influence from ____________, ____________________ 

c. ____________________________________ remains his lasting achievement (corpus of Civil 

Law) 

7. Religion 

a. Dispute broke out over the use of __________________________________ 

i. Differences between _________ and __________ continued to grow 

ii. 1054 – ________________ (complete break) divided the Eastern and Western Churches 

8. Decline and Fall of Constantinople 

a. Constantly attacked by _______________ and __________________ Civilizations 

b. _______________________ hit killing 10,000 people a day at its peak 

c. By late 1300s the empire was  reduced to 

______________________________________________________ 

d. Opened land to the north for __________________________________________ 

 

 


